Abstract-For robots to plan their actions autonomously and interact with people, recognizing human emotions is crucial. For most humans nonverbal cues such as pitch, loudness, spectrum, speech rate are efficient carriers of emotions. The features of the sound of a spoken voice probably contains crucial information on the emotional state of the speaker, within this framework, a machine might use such properties of sound to recognize emotions. This work evaluated six different kinds of classifiers to predict six basic universal emotions from non-verbal features of human speech. The classification techniques used information from six audio files extracted from the eNTERFACE05 audiovisual emotion database. The information gain from a decision tree was also used in order to choose the most significant speech features, from a set of acoustic features commonly extracted in emotion analysis. The classifiers were evaluated with the proposed features and the features selected by the decision tree. With this feature selection could be observed that each one of compared classifiers increased the global accuracy and the recall. The best performance was obtained with Support Vector Machine and bayesNet.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, emotions in machines have been presented as dissociated from any type of rationality having virtually no role in their internal decision systems. However, recent discoveries in neurosciences, together with the extension of notions like emotional intelligence and multilevel intelligence, has led to the emergence of the new framework "Affective Computing" [1] , according to which, the main aim is to build machines that recognize, express, model, communicate and respond to users emotion indicators. In the new framework, emotions hold a key role in machines which could impact positively their future decisions, bringing closer to taking part in a more sociable loop of human-machine interaction. As main field of application, the research shall implement the connection between robots and humans that will involve an emotional feedback framework, in which robots can understand emotions from some cues from human speech. The idea is to use robots which may understand emotions, and take part in the society cooperatively, according to the emotional state received from humans. Improving the communicative behavior of robots is urgent if people are to accept and integrate them in their world representation [2] . Robots have to be spontaneous, polite and must learn how to react according to the human being emotional charge, providing a friendly environment. Without the emotional feedback from humans, it will be very difficult for robots to interact with humans in a natural way [3] , [4] . Within the context of human natural language, automatic emotional speech recognition by machines will expand the possibilities of interaction, since human speech provides a natural and intuitive interface for interaction with machines.
Emotions are visualized through various indicators in humans, many of these indicators have been previously analyzed to provide affective knowledge to machines, focusing on facial expressions [5] , [6] , vocal features [7] , [8] , [9] , body movements and postures [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] and the integration of all of them in emotion analysis systems [14] , [15] , [16] . But human beings cannot always hope that robots may be able to react in a timely and sensible manner, especially if they haven't be able to recover all the affective information through their sensors. Not always are the emotional features that the robot must capture provided by different sources from the human body at the same time. Maybe, all the information collected lacks robustness or, because the robot lacks the specific sensor to extract the emotional feature. Along the way to this goal, this research is based on the possible effects of some crucial speech features on the inference of emotions in communication with humans. It is known that emotions cause mental and physiological changes which are also reflected in uttered speech [17] , [18] , [19] . It is possible to find connections between emotional cues in speech and they can be utilized to learn about human emotions. Once such links are learned, theoretically, one can calculate the features and then automatically recognize the emotions present in human speech utterances, taking into account that the emotional content of speech does not depend on the speaker or the lexical content. Decrypting emotions in speech through several features has been a challenging research issue and one that has been of growing importance in robotics, because of the emotional factors that the robot can handle and learn in social situations. In emotional classification from speech a multitude of different features have been used and a rule to follow is not yet established.
The fields of psychology and psycholinguistics provided interesting results about how prosodic cues, fundamental frequencies and the intensity of the voice can show variability levels across different speakers [20] . Short-term spectral features and sound quality can reveal emotional indicators [21] , [22] . To delimit the scope of features selection, the research focus on the most useful group of them. Prosodic features, like pitch, loudness, speaking rate, durations, pause and rhythm show have strong correlations between them, providing valuate emotional information. In the case of the analysis of entire segment of voice, statistical functions like mean, median, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, or more seldom third or fourth standardized moment are applied to the fundamental frequency (F0) base contour [23] , [24] , [25] . The speech signal contains other frequency related characteristics that are spectral features. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are generally used in speech recognition with great accuracy in emotion detection [26] . Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) or Mel Filter Bank (MFB) features have a more common use [27] . The same performance displayed by MFCCs, is showed by RASTA-PLP (Relative Spectral Transform -Perceptual Linear Prediction) [28] . Through the analysis of voice quality [29] , [30] and linguistic features, it can clearly be seen that there is a strong correlation between voice, pronounced words and emotions [31] , [32] , [33] . Different levels of voice could be depicted by neutral, whispery, breathy, creaky, and harsh or falsetto voice. In the case of features extracted from chains of words, the relation is depicted by the affective states associated with specific words; many of them are related to the probability of one emotion giving a certain sequence of words.
The machine learning framework shows several classifiers used in several tasks related to emotion recognition. Each classifier has advantages and disadvantages in order to deal with the speech emotion recognition problem. The more common group used are composed of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [34] , [35] regarded as the simplest dynamic Bayesian networks, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [36] , Nearest-Neighbour classifiers [37] , artificial neural networks (ANN) [38] , support vector machine (SVM) [39] , k-NN [40] , Decision Trees [41] and many others. The vast majority of emotion recognition systems over speech have employed a highdimensional speech grouped in a big vector of features, so the main goal will be to handle the dimensionality in order to improve the emotion recognition performance.
In this paper, the most commonly used features in several researches for capturing emotional speech characteristics in time and frequency were selected. The performance of different well known classifiers was compared in order to select the best result to predict the emotion, based on speech emotional data. To effectively reduce the size of speech features and improve the results obtained by the classifiers, the output from a decision tree classifier like feature selection method was used. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the data set used in the research, the features extracted to represent the emotions from human speech, the machine learning techniques to perform the emotion classification experiments and the measures to evaluate the performance of classifiers. Section III describes the experimental results of all the several classification tests. Some conclusions are presented in Section IV.
II. METHODS

1) Dataset:
The emotional speech characteristics were extracted from the eNTERFACE05 audio-visual emotion database [42] . The data base is based on six universal emotions [43] like anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. The voice data are provided by 44 non-native English speakers from 14 nations. The individuals expressed six basic emotions through five different sentences portrayed in 1320 videos, with a duration ranging from 1.2 to 6.7 seconds. For this research only one sentence per each emotion was used, which leads to a total of 264 videos. Each video is subsequently converted to a Waveform Audio File Format, for this task the MultimediaFileReader object from the DSP System Toolbox Library of MATLAB [44] was used to read the group of audio frames from each multimedia file. Fig. 1 shows the process applied to each video to build the emotional data set. 2) Features: The data were acquired directly from the group of Waveform Audio files and they were transformed in 264 vectors of features. A wide range of possibilities exist for parametrically representing a speech signal and its content in a vector, with the intention of the extraction of relevant information from it. A variety of choices for this task can be applied to represent the speakers speech in a large number of parameters, in which the changes in these parameters will result in corresponding change in emotions. Taking into account that the system could be useful for a companion robot, the efforts should be focused on a system that contributing to a gradual gain of controllability and robustness that might save a substantial cost in computational efficiency. Not all the features that the robot can capture could be helpful and essential for its emotional feedback loop. Using all the features is not a guarantee to arrive the best performance, it could be better that the robot localizes the own best features and discard useless features from the data base.
The kind of extracted features used in the research have been commonly used in music information retrieval (MIR), much of the research is based on the extraction mechanism from musical pieces, retrieval methodologies covered in various tasks related to different music representation media. It is attainable that the variability of emotions can be explained by a small set of acoustic features, for this task in order to identify objective acoustic features MATLAB was used, most of them developed in [45] . The spectral change of a signal is measured by the Spectral Flux (SF) feature [46] ; the value is calculated through differences between each magnitude spectrum bin in the current frame to the corresponding value related to the magnitude spectrum of the previous frame. The result is the sum of the squares of the differences. Spectral Centroid (SC) [47] measures the center of mass of the power spectrum, it weighs the mean of the frequencies present in the speech signal. The SC uses the highest concentration point of energy in the spectrum and is correlated with the dominant frequency over the signal. Spectral Roll off Point [48] is often used as an indicator of the slant of the frequencies depicted in a frame. It is represented by a measure of the right-skewedness of the power spectrum. It increases with the bandwidth of a signal. Root Mean Square (RMS) [49] measures the power of a signal over a frame; the squares of each sample are summed and divided by the number of samples contained in frames. The value is square root of the total sum. Spectral Centroid Variability (SCV) [50] is the standard deviation of the magnitude spectrum, it measures the variability of the speech signal. Zero Crossing rate (ZCR) [50] provides an approximate estimation of dominant frequency and the spectral centroid and is described as the number of zero crossings during one second in the temporal domain. Compactness [51] is an indicator of the levels of noise in a signal; it is calculated by comparisons of components in a magnitude spectrum of a frame and the magnitude spectrum of its neighboring frames. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [52] is used to describe a spectrum frame, its first and second derivative in time are used to reflect dynamic changes. The first 8-13 MFCC coefficients are commonly used to describe the shape of the spectrum. They represent the information of the spectral envelope of the signal. Method of Moments [53] is composed for the first five statistical moments (area, mean, power spectrum density, spectral skew and spectral kurtosis) describing the shape of the spectrograph of a given frame. Linear predictive coding (LPC) is used to estimate the basic parameters into a speech signal, such as the vocal tract transfer function and the formant frequencies. It has good intuitive interpretation both in time domain and in frequency domain. The cepstral representation (Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC)) of its coefficients is more used because of its higher retrieval efficiency [54] . 2D Method of Moments (2DMM) [55] gives a spectrograph description and the variation of it during a short time frame. The feature is composed by spectral data in frames analyzed with two-dimensional method of moments. Strongest Frequency Via Zero Crossings [48] is an estimation of the highest frequency of the component of a signal, found through the number of zero-crossings. 2D Method of Moments of MFCCs [47] is the 2D statistical computation of the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), this feature composed for a group of coefficients, allows recognizing the part of mid-frequencies from the signal. Fraction of Low Energy frame [56] is an indicator of the variability of the amplitude of frames; it is a fraction of previous frames, in which the Root Mean Square of each frame is less than the mean Root Mean Square. Strongest Frequency via FFT Maximum [48] is strongest frequency component in Hz of a signal. This is found by finding the highest bin (observations that fall into each of the disjoint categories) in the power spectrum. Strongest Frequency Via Spectral Centroid [48] 
3) Machine learning techniques:
The binary classification algorithm Support Vector Machine (SVM) which originated in statistical learning theory, offers robust classification to a very large number of variables and small samples [57] . SVM is capable of learning complex data from classification models applying mathematical principles to avoid overfitting. The more used kernels in SVM are polynomial and linear.
Another relatively fast classification model is the Decision tree, it works with a group of simple classification rules that are easy to understand. The rules represent the information in a tree based in a set of features. The classic decision tree is named ID3 based on growing and pruning [58] , although C45 is other topdown decision trees inducers for continuous values [59] , the last one is named as J48 in WEKA [66] and it uses the information gain as measure to select and split the nodes.
Within the connectionist techniques is also found the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The ANN has a structure comparable to human neural networks where neurons located in layers process information. They have a graphical representation of an interconnected group of artificial neurons, in which the information resides in the weights from the arcs that connect the neurons. The ANN has two algorithms: feed-forward and recurrent neural network, in FF networks are supported over a directed acyclic graph, while RR networks have cycles. The most used feed-forward training algorithm is the Multilayer Perceptron named backpropagation [60] . The learning process covers two steps, the first step is a forward processing of input data by the neurons that produces a forecasted output, the second step is the adjustment of weights within the neuron layers, in order to minimize the errors of the forecasted solution compared with the correct output.
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22 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org among a set of variables is bayesNet (Bayesian Network), it is used to represent knowledge the uncertainty [61] . The graph depicted in bayesNet is composed by nodes that represent random variables. In the graph, the edges between the nodes represent probabilistic dependencies among the corresponding random variables. Per each node there is a probability table specifying the conditional distribution of the variable given the values of its predecessors in the graph. These conditional dependencies in the graph are generally calculated by using known statistical and computational methods.
k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is one of the simplest of classification algorithms available for supervised learning. The algorithm classifies unlabeled examples based on their similarity with examples in the training set. It is a lazy learning method that searches the closest match of the test data in feature space, based on distance function [62] . In this work is applied the Euclidean metric.
The supervised learning method naive Bayes [63] is a statistical method for classification, it is based on the wellknown Bayes theorem with strong assumptions. The naive Bayes allows capturing the uncertainty about the model in a principled way by determining probabilities of the outputs. One of the advantages is the robustness to noise in input data. The classifier assumes that the presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence (or absence) of any other feature, given the class variable.
4) Validation techniques:
Machine learning techniques have several measures in order to evaluate the performance of classifiers, which are principally focused on handling twoclass problems. The performance of classifiers can be evaluated through several measures of machine learning techniques, which are principally focused in handling two-class problems. This research has faced a classification problem of six classes formed by six universal emotions. Most of the measures to evaluate binary problems could also apply to multi-class problem. In a problem with m classes, the performance of classifiers can be assessed based on an m×m confusion matrix, as shown in Table I . The groups of rows that describe the matrix represent the actual classes, while the columns are the predicted classes. For example, the accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified cases of the dataset. Based on the confusion matrix, the accuracy can be computed as a sum of the main values from the diagonal of the matrix, which represents the correctly classified cases divided by the total number of instances in the dataset (Eq. 1).
where CM ij represents the elements in the row i and column j of the confusion matrix.
Some measures like accuracy do not represent the reality of the number of cases correctly classified per each class. In order to make a deeper analysis, the measure of recall has been calculated for each class. Recall provides the percentage of correctness of classification into each class. Eq. 2 represents the recall for class [64] .
A k-fold cross-validation with k = 10 was used to make validations over the classifiers. This technique allowed the evaluation of the model facing an unknown dataset. The group of data is randomly divided in k equal parts, one part of the group is used as a validation set and the rest k − 1 will be the training set. The process is repeated k times using a different group as a validation set, this process continues until each group can used once as validation test. Then, the k results obtained by groups can be averaged to a single result. The advantage of 10-fold cross-validation is that all examples of the database are used for both, training and testing stages [65] .
III. RESULTS
The intent of this study was to provide the best classification of emotions contained in a speech signal, which might serve to feed the decision support system of a synthetic agent capable of supporting the societal participation of persons deprived of conventional modes of communication, in the context of socially intelligent systems. A 10-fold crossvalidation scheme was employed in the speech dataset for all the emotion classification experiments; this was done to validate the performances of the classifiers selected. Six classifiers were tested, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) has used three kernels, linear and polynomial (with degrees 2 and 3), k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) has used k from 1 to 15 (showed the best result with k=5), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with hidden neurons from 2 to 20 (showed the best result with 10 neurons), bayesNet (BN), NaiveBayes (NB) and decision tree (J48). All the several classification tests were conducted using the WEKA [66] toolbox. The best performance was achieved with the decision tree (J48) reaching a 96.21 % of accuracy facing the other classifiers, as shown in Fig. 2 . The accuracy and the recall results were compared. As you can see in Fig. 3 , the percentage of most relevant results per emotion positively classified (recall) was raised by the decision tree (J48).
The decision tree has reached the best result in accuracy and recall facing the remaining classifiers; therefore, this result is obtained with only a few features selected, taking into account their information gain. As can be seen the decision tree is composed of six nodes, which correspond to six features of the dataset, which means the tree only needs these six features to predict the emotions. The features selected of the tree are The confusion matrix of J48, as depicted in Table II , shows a balanced distribution of misclassifications rates in the group of emotions. For all six emotions, "happiness" is not confused at all with the rest of emotions and it is recognized with 100 %. Further analysis of the confusion matrix shows that the emotions "fear" and "surprise" attained a higher number of misclassifications and lower percentages of recall (both of them 93.20 %), as shown in Table II and Table III respectively. In case of emotions "disgust" and "fear", this speech signals could be interpreted from the psychophysiological framework, some acoustic cues in discrete emotions could lead listeners to misclassification with poorer decoding accuracy [67] . Comparing the results of the decision tree with the remaining classifiers, it seems likely that the learning mechanism in the tree is essential in this problem. An important process in the algorithm, is how to determine which attribute to split on. The attributes are selected based on information gain, resulting in a set of selected relevant features. This can only lead to conclude that dataset probably has noisy and redundant features. Then, the information gain is visualized as a heuristic to select features as is done for the decision tree. Taking into account the features selected by the tree, the data set were reconstructed with the selection of the 2D Method of Moments and the 2D Method of Moments of MFCCs. The same classifiers with the same parameters were trained and compared. Also it is shown the best result for each classifier, where the best result for MLP was with 12 neurons and kNN for k=6. Comparisons between the accuracy previously obtained and the results are showed in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, the features selected by the decision tree have highlighted improvements in performance of all classifiers in a range of 3.5 % to 31.8 %. The accuracies of MLP, BN and SVM (with polynomial kernel of degree 2) were superior to the decision tree. The MLP and BN have achieved 96.97 % and the SVM 96.59 %. In order to analyze the results in each emotion, the recall can be analyzed in Fig. 6 . It is clear that all emotions show improvements over the results obtained before. The best results also are obtained by MLP, BN and polynomial SVM with degree 2. In order to see more detail, Table III shows the recall of the four classifiers (J48, MLP, SVM with degree 2 (SVM-P2) and BN). The three last rows illustrate the average of recall for each classifier (Average) and the range of the recall (Min and Max). The differences between the classifiers are not significant in accuracy. However, the three classifiers are superior to J48 based on the range of the recall and the average. BN and MLP show similitudes in average, while MLP has a better range. The range of SVM is equal to MLP, while the average is lower than MLP. This comparison means that MLP has achieved the best results. Keeping in mind that the building of a system for real time probably is applicable to a robot, the time consumption of the algorithm is relevant. Taking into account that the classifiers (SVM, BN and MLP) have a little difference in the results, it can be suggested the use of BN or SVM instead of MLP to consume less computational resources. The emotions "anger" and "happiness" have achieved the best performance from the beginning, while surprise is the lowest results and shows the same behavior for all classifiers.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research was to perform parameterization of audio data for the purpose of automatic recognition of emotions in speech. A collection of audio data from several videos related to human emotional expressions were gathered and turned into a data set. A group of six classifiers in order to identify the best of them to predict emotions in humans were selected. The outputs from a decision tree have been used as a feature selection technique to remove redundant and noisy features. The features provided by the decision tree were 2D Method of Moments and 2D Method of Moments of MFCCs. The feature selection increases the efficiency of the accuracy and the recall. The feature selection also allows reduction of the dimensionality of the data in turn leading to less computation processes in the robot memory.
After the selection of features, a group of experiments in order to select the best classifiers were conducted. Multilayer Perceptron, Support Vector Machine and bayesNet have achieved the best results. Support Vector Machine and bayesNet could be good candidates to build the emotional recognition system of a robot, because of their easily implementation and the less computational complexity.
This simple system with the classifiers is easy to understand and implement because of the utilization from a small group 25 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org of features would work remarkably well on real-world data, making it possible to develop a real-time system in which the robot can make a fast decision in accordance with the emotional feedback provided from humans. As a real application, it could be considered a real-time system that can serve like a motor of emotional knowledge in order to understand the autistic children, to describe accurately their internal state and show the real content of their emotions. The system is not only applied to companion robots it could also be applicable to diverse smart sources (smart devices), this could be the case of healthcare, telemedicine or smart well-being systems that can be seen more often. This type of emotional devices working with emotional feedback will have the potential to reveal more about emotional state and the early detection of crisis, balanced lifestyle including and regulated stress level.
